BREXIT: 8 KEY CHALLENGES
- THE CAPCO TOOLKIT
HEALTH CHECK:
CHALLENGE 1/8: BREXIT
Are you as ready as you think you are?
KEY CHALLENGES
With Brexit comes complexity. Organisations risk delivery completion due to i) an inadequately staffed
programme and/or (ii) adoption of a “wait and see” approach due to the uncertainty in the expected
transition period.

KEY OBSERVATIONS
Due to high demand for resources consumed by competing mandatory and regulatory programmes,
resources are under-allocated to the Brexit programmes.
Some organisations are taking more of a “wait and see” approach due to the shifting political landscape,
but there is a risk they may not be able to execute the plan in time.
Some organisations are struggling to ensure focus and effort is placed on the right areas, including
scope of the new entity/operation, standing-up the resources, testing F2B flows, overall business
readiness, client communications, trade migration approach, etc.

WHAT DO WE OFFER?
THE CAPCO TOOLKIT
Brexit Health Check: Grounded in our extensive experience of post-merger integration, legal-entity
rationalisation, front-to-back trade flows, regulation, testing and complex programme delivery, Capco
can help perform diagnostic assessment on your existing Brexit programme to determine that it is:
• Comprehensive enough to cover common industry pain-points.
• Optimally structured to design and implement Brexit change activities.
• Appropriately governed to provide a timely steer, decision making and blocker resolution.
• Self-aware enough to identify and mitigate critical path risks and dependencies.

THE CAPCO ADVANTAGE
Capco Live: Capco is live at 3 organisations across multiple geographies, including the UK and
Frankfurt. We are also actively engaged in market discussion in Paris. We know what it takes to get the
job done well.
Capco Brexit Health Check Framework: Capco has designed a robust framework to help organisations
focus on Brexit transformation readiness.
While no firm has ‘done Brexit’ before, we have carried out all of the key activities required and can
bring extensive experience, plus lessons learned, to perform a diagnostic health check.
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